Dr. Rita Sanzgiri, Esq.
Partner, Sheridan Ross
Dr. Sanzgiri is an intellectual property attorney and a registered patent attorney. Rita counsels her clients on patent strategies in the areas of life-sciences, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and green technology. She worked as a research associate in biochemistry at the Bhabha Atomic Research Center in Mumbai. Rita earned a PhD in genetics and neuroscience from Iowa State and conducted post-doctoral research in neuroscience at Brandeis. Rita is the current chair of the Colorado Bar Association’s Intellectual Property section.

Lisa Neal-Graves, Esq
Chief Change Maker, GlobalMindED
An accomplished executive experienced in corporate law, technology, and business, Lisa had success within key Fortune 100, startup, and nonprofit organizations. She has expertise within IT, IS, software, financial services, telecommunications, and wireless, working for corporations such as Intel, Unisys, Chase, Deloitte, Lucent, and technology startups. Lisa served as Chief Innovation Officer for the Colorado Attorney General, where she learned what public service could be and how her skills could be put to use for the people of Colorado.

Dr. Olena (Jianfang) Zhu
Principal Engineer, Client Computing Group, Intel Corp.
Dr. Zhu is a system architect focusing on end-to-end computer system design optimization and innovation. She currently leads the Augmented Intelligence initiative to drive highly optimized design at scale from silicon to platform and from hardware to software. She also leads Intel Evo Platform/Project Athena battery life pillar and drive power & performance optimization. Olena earned her PhD from Purdue in 2011. She has 40+ IEEE journals/book chapters/conference papers, and 20 U.S. patents.

Julia Rock
Financial Project Lead, ExxonMobil
If there is one thing Julia truly enjoys, it’s solving problems. She uses that passion to help organizations and individuals overcome obstacles and achieve their goals. From 9-5, she provides project advisory expertise for Finance and Accounting projects, harmonizing financial data sources and streamlining analysis for faster, more efficient decision making to drive profitability. From 5-9, Julia is a career strategist and leadership coach, helping ambitious corporate professionals across the globe define their goals and develop plans to achieve success.

Suraya Yahaya
Founder & CEO, Khazana, Inc.
Suraya Yahaya serves as a Fractional COO and Fractional EOS Integrator for entrepreneurial companies in various stages across a variety of industries. Prior to that Suraya served as attorney and global operations leader at several large tech firms in the U.S. and internationally. Suraya is originally from Malaysia, and grew up learning from and being mentored by leaders in the global community who shared her passion and values for equity, authenticity and ethics in leadership in the tech community and beyond.

Register Here!